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Sukov, William and Daniel S. Barth. Three-dimensional analysis system, activation of the specific projection nuclei through
of spontaneous and thalamically evoked gamma oscillations in electrical stimulation of subdivisions of the medial genicu-
auditory cortex. J. Neurophysiol. 79: 2875–2884, 1998. The pur- late nucleus (MG) inhibits spontaneous gamma oscillations
pose of this study was to investigate interactions among laminar (Barth and MacDonald 1996), whereas similar stimulation
cell populations producing spontaneous and evoked high-frequency of the nonspecific posterior intralaminar nucleus (PIL)(Ç40 Hz) gamma oscillations in auditory cortex. Electrocortical

(Barth and MacDonald 1996; Brett and Barth 1997) and theoscillations were recorded using a 64-channel epipial electrode
auditory sector of the thalamic reticular nucleus (MacDonaldarray and a 16-channel linear laminar electrode array while electri-
et al. 1997) evokes intense and focal gamma oscillations incal stimulation was delivered to the posterior intralaminar (PIL)
auditory cortex.nucleus. Spontaneous gamma oscillations, and those evoked by

PIL stimulation, are confined to a location overlapping primary and Our laboratory has developed methods for performing
secondary auditory cortex. Current source-density and principal high spatial resolution multi-electrode mapping of gamma
components analysis of laminar recordings at this site indicate that oscillations at the cortical surface. Using these techniques,
the auditory evoked potential (AEP) complex is characterized by the spatiotemporal distribution of oscillating activity may be
a stereotyped asynchronous activation of supra- and infragranular determined and compared with the averaged evoked poten-
cell populations. Similar analysis of spontaneous and evoked tial produced by transient auditory stimulation (AEP). Thisgamma waves reveals a close spatiotemporal similarity to the lami-

work has shown that spontaneous, sensory evoked, and thal-nar AEP, indicating rhythmic interactions between supra- and infra-
amically evoked gamma oscillations share a common regiongranular cell groups during these oscillatory phenomena. We con-
of primary and secondary auditory cortex (Barth and Mac-clude that neural circuit interactions producing the laminar AEP
Donald 1996; Brett and Barth 1996; Brett and Barth 1997;onset in auditory cortex are the same as those generating evoked

and spontaneous gamma oscillations. Franowicz and Barth 1995; Jones and Barth 1997; MacDon-
ald and Barth 1995; MacDonald et al. 1996), suggesting
that in all three conditions a similar population of cortical

I N T R O D U C T I O N cells may be responsible for gamma neurogenesis. Further-
more, the gamma zone is a subset of auditory cortex acti-

Sensory information processing in the neocortex is associ- vated during the AEP, suggesting that the transient AEP and
ated with locally synchronized oscillations of membrane po- gamma oscillations also may be produced by a common
tential in the gamma frequency band (Ç40 Hz) (Basar and population of cells. In this experiment, we compared spatial
Bullock 1992; Eckhorn et al. 1988; Engel et al. 1990; Gray distributions of the AEP to spontaneous and thalamically
and Singer 1989; Jones and Barth 1997; Prechtl 1994; Singer evoked gamma oscillations by mapping their surface poten-
1994). In the rodent auditory and somatosensory systems, tials in auditory cortex. We then examined the intracortical
gamma oscillations occur spontaneously (Barth and Mac- neurogenesis of these phenomena using laminar microelec-
Donald 1996; Brett and Barth 1996, 1997; Franowicz and trode recording and mathematical modeling.
Barth 1995; Jones and Barth 1997; MacDonald and Barth
1995; MacDonald et al. 1996) but also may be evoked by M E T H O D S
appropriate sensory stimulation (Jones and Barth 1997).

Surgical preparationGamma oscillations in auditory cortex persist after lesioning
of the acoustic thalamus (Brett and Barth 1996) and other Sprague-Dawley rats (300–500 g) were anesthetized for surgery
regions of the thalamic intralaminar nuclei (Barth and Mac- with intramuscular injections of ketamine (66 mg/kg) and xylazine
Donald 1996; Brett and Barth 1996) and basal forebrain (26 mg/kg) and secured in a stereotaxic frame equipped with
(Brett and Barth 1996). This suggests that the cortex has the hollow ear bars. The eyes were coated with ophthalmic ointment,

and normal body temperature was maintained with a regulatedcapacity to generate these phenomena in isolation through
heating pad (37.57C). A unilateral craniotomy extending fromintrinsically oscillatory cells (Gray and McCormick 1996;
bregma to lambda and lateral to the temporal bone exposed auditoryGutfreund et al. 1995; Llinás 1992; Llinás et al. 1991; Nuñez
cortex in the right hemisphere. The dura was reflected and pialet al. 1992; Silva et al. 1991) and/or their network intercon-
surface frequently bathed with physiological saline.nections (Jefferys et al. 1996). Yet, recent evidence indi-

cates that the thalamus plays a key role in the modulation of
Stimulationgamma oscillations in sensory cortex (Barth and MacDonald

1996; Brett and Barth 1997; MacDonald et al. 1997; Steriade Auditory click stimuli were presented using a high-frequency
piezo-electric speaker placed Ç15 cm lateral to the contralateraland Amzica 1996; Steriade et al. 1996a,b) . In the auditory
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ear. Clicks were generated by computer-controlled monophasic This equation expresses CSD as the second spatial derivative of
the smoothed values of potential (f) measured in 150-mm incre-square-wave pulses (0.3 ms), shown in previous studies to activate

most of auditory cortex in the rat. Subcortical electrical stimulation ments (h) along an axis (z) perpendicular to the cortical surface.
To characterize the spatiotemporal distribution of evoked andconsisted of 500-ms trains of current pulses (10–15 mA; 0.5-ms

duration; 500 Hz) delivered with a stainless steel bipolar electrode spontaneous gamma across the laminae, a method of phase-locked
averaging was used (Barth and MacDonald 1996; MacDonald etpositioned in the PIL (4.8 mm posterior to bregma, 3.0 mm lateral

to midline, 6.4 mm ventral to the cortical surface) . al. 1996). The electrode at the cortical surface served as a temporal
reference for averaging successive gamma waves in all 16 elec-
trodes. Averaging was phase-locked to the CSD peaks (currentRecording sources) of gamma waves at this electrode site using an automated
peak seeking algorithm. To limit noise, only gamma waves ex-Field potentials were mapped from the pial surface of primary
ceeding 1 SD from the mean, computed across all single trials forand secondary auditory cortex with an 8 1 8 array of 64 silver
a given animal, were included in the averaging procedure. Thiselectrodes (tip diameter 100 mm) covering a 3.5 1 3.5 mm2 area
technique provides a single averaged cycle of CSD resulting fromin a single placement. After mapping evoked and spontaneous
the gamma oscillating activity. Phase-locked averaging was usedgamma power at the cortical surface, the epipial electrode array
instead of a cross-correlation function because it provided a time-was removed and a laminar electrode array was inserted into the
series representation of laminar activity that could be comparedcortical region exhibiting maximum power (Fig. 3A) . Laminar
directly with averaged results of the laminar AEP.recordings were performed with a linear array of 16 stainless steel

Finally, principal components analysis (PCA) was used to sepa-electrodes (tip diameter 75 mm; spacing 150 mm) extending to a
rate independent sources of covariance in the CSD across the lami-depth of 2.25 mm from the cortical surface, fabricated according to
nar electrodes (Barth et al. 1988; Ruchkin et al. 1964). A matrixthe method of Jellema and Weijnen (1991). The top 10 electrodes
representing the averaged covariance in CSD between all pairs ofrecorded from the six layers of auditory cortex. Recordings were
laminar electrodes was first computed for a given animal and alsoreferred to a silver ball-electrode mounted in a burr-hole drilled in
averaged across animals. The eigenvectors of this matrix repre-the left frontal bone and were simultaneously amplified and filtered
sented the axes, in electrode space, of the independent sources of(band-pass cutoff Å 06 dB at 1–100 Hz, roll-off Å 5 dB/octave).
covariation between electrodes (principal components) , and theThe epipial array initially was positioned according to stereotaxic
associated eigenvalues reflected the relative amount of the totalcoordinates and then adjusted to similarly align the spatial distribu-
variance accounted for by each principal component. A physiologi-tion of AEP across animals. The characteristic spatiotemporal pat-
cal interpretation of PCA in this application is that the principaltern of the AEP (Barth and Di 1990, 1991; Di and Barth 1992,
components represent separate cellular populations that project dis-1993) also was used to identify the locations of primary (area 41)
tinct spatial patterns of CSD onto the laminar electrode array. Theand secondary (areas 36 and 20) auditory cortex. Epipial and lami-
principal component loadings reflect these spatial patterns or hownar AEPs were digitally sampled (1,000 Hz; 225 ms) and averaged
each identified cellular population makes a weighted contribution(n Å 100). Ten to 20 single trials of epipial and laminar evoked
to the CSD recorded at each electrode. The principal componentand spontaneous gamma oscillations (randomized 5- to 15-s inter-
scores reflect the time course and polarity of CSD in each cellularstimulus interval) were sampled digitally (500 Hz; 2 s) and stored
population as it contributes to the recorded signal. Because the firston disk for subsequent analysis.
two principal components accounted for ú90% of the variance
of laminar AEPs, averaged evoked gamma waves, and averaged

Epipial data analysis spontaneous gamma waves in all animals, only these components
were retained for modeling and illustration.From each 2-s trial of evoked gamma oscillations, data from a

baseline period 400 ms before stimulus onset and from a stimulus
R E S U L T Speriod consisting of the final 400 ms of PIL stimulation were

analyzed. The baseline measurements were used to determine the
Figure 1A shows the position of the 8 1 8 channel epipiallocation, spatial distribution, and amplitude of spontaneous gamma

electrode array in relation to primary (area 41; dark shadedoscillations. Power spectral density estimates of the baseline and
region) and secondary (areas 36 and 20; light shaded region)stimulation periods were computed at each electrode, with power
auditory cortex in the right hemisphere. The AEP (Fig. 1B)in the gamma frequency band determined as the total power be-

tween 35 and 55 Hz (Fig. 2C, shaded region). Baseline and associ- recorded from this position in five animals was similar to
ated stimulus induced gamma power were subtracted to determine previous investigations (Barth and Di 1990, 1991; Brett et
the spatiotemporal distribution and strength of gamma oscillations al. 1994; Di and Barth 1992, 1993) and quite consistent
evoked by thalamic stimulation. Results for all stimulation trials across animals (Fig. 1B; superimposed traces) . The AEP
were averaged for a given animal and a grand average was com- was characterized by an early positive/negative biphasic re-
puted across all animals. sponse (labeled P1 and N1 in Fig. 1C, reflecting their polar-

ity and sequence of occurrence) in area 41 (Fig. 1, B , frame
Laminar data analysis a, and C, solid trace) that preceded a similar positive/nega-

tive biphasic response in area 36 (Fig. 1, B, frame b and C,To spatially resolve the laminar locations of extracellular current
dashed trace) by 4–5 ms. The P1/N1 wave was followedsinks and sources (transmembrane currents) along the axis of the
by a slow surface positive wave (P2; Fig. 1C) . The highlylinear electrode array, spatially smoothed current source-density
stereotyped spatiotemporal characteristics of the AEP com-(CSD) (Mitzdorf 1985; Nicholson and Freeman 1975; Rappels-
plex permitted consistent alignment of the electrode arrayberger et al. 1981; Vaknin et al. 1988) was computed according

to the method of Vaknin et al. (1988), using the following equation across animals. Furthermore, the systematic latency shift be-
(Rappelsberger et al. 1981) tween the rostrolateral and caudomedial region of the elec-

trode array was typical of responses in areas 41 and 36,
respectively, and permitted alignment of a template derivedd2f

dz 2
Å

0.23 f (z 0 2h) / 0.08 f (z 0 h) 0 0.62 f (z)
/ 0.08 f (z / h) / 0.23 f (z / 2h)

h 2 from previous histological studies of the areal distributions
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FIG. 1. Click-evoked epipial field potentials used to identify subregions
of auditory cortex. A : epipial potentials were recorded using an 8 1 8
electrode covering a 3.5 1 3.5 mm2 area of primary (area 41; dark shaded
region) and secondary auditory cortex (areas 20 and 36; light shaded re-
gion) in the right hemisphere. B : single animal averages (light traces)
and the grand average (dark trace) of auditory evoked potentials (AEP)
superimposed over the approximate locations of primary and secondary
auditory cortex illustrate the characteristic epipial AEP pattern consisting of
a sharp positive/negative biphasic response in area 41 (frame a) preceding a
similar response in area 36 (frame b) . C : enlargement of the AEP complex
recorded from area 41 (solid trace) depicts the initial biphasic positive/
negative response (P1 and N1, respectively) and the late positive (P2)
component preceding the AEP complex in area 36 (dashed trace) by 4–5
ms.

of these regions (Barth and Di 1991; Krieg 1946; Patterson
1977; Zilles 1990) to the recording sites. The exact location

FIG. 2. Epipial oscillatory response in auditory cortex evoked by electri-
and borders of areas 41, 36, and 20 indicated by this template cal stimulation of the posterior intralaminar nucleus of the thalamus (PIL).
must be considered approximate since no cytoarchitectural A : 500-ms stimulus train delivered to the PIL elicited epipial gamma oscilla-
analyses of auditory cortex were performed in this study. tions in the caudolateral region of primary (dark shaded) and the lateral

region of secondary (light shaded) auditory cortex. B : characteristic evokedElectrical stimulation of the PIL evoked a characteristic
gamma response (enlarged from circled trace in A) was composed of acortical response consisting of a biphasic sharp wave, similar
biphasic fast wave with a predominant N1 component, followed by oscilla-to the P1/N1 sequence of the AEP but with a disproportion- tions persisting the stimulus duration (darkened region of the trace) . C :

ately large negative component, followed by gamma oscilla- power spectral density (PSD) difference between baseline (400-ms prestim-
tions sustained for the stimulus duration (Fig. 2, A and B) . ulus) and stimulation (period between 100- and 400-ms poststimulus-onset)

peaked in the gamma band (35 and 55 Hz, shaded region). Power of evokedEvoked gamma averaged across three animals, formed a
gamma was summed within this bandwidth for subsequent mapping. D :focus straddling the border of primary and secondary audi-
gray scale map of normalized gamma band power at all 64 electrodes,tory cortex (Fig. 2D) , overlapping areas 41, 36, and 20,
averaged across animals, indicates peak amplitude (white region) straddling

with little variability in the locations of maximum power for the border between areas 41, 36, and 20. Circles represent foci for averages
the individual animals (Fig. 2D, circles) . Grand average of individual animals. E : similar to D but depicting gamma power for

spontaneous bursts in the baseline alone.gamma power during the baseline indicated that spontaneous
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gamma bursts had a spatial distribution quite close to that of
evoked gamma (Fig. 2E) , with little variance across animals
(Fig. 2E, circles) .

Figure 3B depicts laminar CSD of the AEP, averaged for
four individual animals ( light traces) and across animals
(dark traces) . The AEP in the most superficial electrode
began with a biphasic fast wave produced by an extracellular
current source (upward deflection) followed by a current
sink (downward deflection) and corresponding in time to
the P1/N1 of the surface potential. The fast wave reversed
polarity in the depth and was constrained to the upper 10
electrodes of the array, indicating that the CSD pattern was
produced locally within the laminae and not by volume con-
ducted activity. However, the complex spatiotemporal pat-
tern of polarity reversal throughout the laminae suggested
that more than a single population of cells asynchronously
contributed to the AEP. The AEP pattern, more easily visual-
ized in the CSD maps of Fig. 3, C and D, began with a
source (white) in layer I with a complementary sink (black)
in layers III-IV, characteristic of a vertically oriented equiva-
lent current dipole produced by coherently summed postsyn-
aptic currents in the apical dendrites of supragranular pyra-
midal cells (Fig. 3D; dipole 1). In contrast, the subsequent
current sink at the cortical surface extended throughout the
supragranular layers with a deeper complementary current
source, indicating that a second current dipole (Fig. 3D;
dipole 2) was produced by a population of infragranular
pyramidal cells. Laminar recordings therefore indicated that
the P1/N1 biphasic fast wave of the surface recorded AEP
complex was produced by sequential activation of pyramidal
cells in the supra- and infragranular layers, respectively. The
AEP ended with a slow wave, corresponding in time to the
surface recorded P2 wave, the CSD of which also indicated
a vertically oriented current dipole but one that appeared to
be composed of overlapping contributions of the supra- and
infragranular populations.

Because activation of the supra- and infragranular layers
during the AEP fast wave produced spatially and temporally

FIG. 3. Laminar distribution of the clicked-evoked AEP. A : multi-elec-
trode consisting of 16 channels in a linear arrangement (75-mm diam sur-
faces; 150 mm spacing) was used to measure field potentials to a depth of
2.25 mm. On insertion into primary auditory cortex (Au1), the top 10
recording surfaces spanned all cortical layers. A scale representation of the
multi-electrode, superimposed over a coronal map (adapted from Swanson
1992) corresponding to the anterior/posterior coordinates for electrode in-
sertion, approximates the position of electrode surfaces during all re-
cordings. Locations of the PIL and medial geniculate nucleus (MG) also are
indicated. B : current source-density analysis (CSD) identifies extracellular
sources (upward deflection) and sinks (downward deflection). Laminar
click-evoked AEP profiles for single animal (light traces) and grand (dark
trace) averages suggest 2 asynchronously activated neuronal populations.
First population is associated with a superficial source and a corresponding
sink in layer IV. Beginning slightly before completion of activity by the
1st population, the 2nd population exhibits a supragranular sink and infra-
granular source. A later slow wave composed of a supragranular source
and infragranular sink concludes the evoked AEP. C : gray scale map of
the grand average CSD values more clearly depicts the spatiotemporal
pattern of current sources (white) and sinks (black) during the AEP. Light
horizontal lines bound layer IV. D : enlargement of the area of C encased in
a dashed box illustrates 2 vertically oriented dipoles that are asynchronously
active during the AEP, reflecting sequential activation of supragranular and
infragranular pyramidal cells, respectively. Dipole 1 consists of a supragran-
ular source with a corresponding sink in layer IV. Supragranular sink with
a complementary infragranular source characterize dipole 2.
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model of these data reconstructed using only the first two
principal components and accounting for 96% of the vari-
ance. Two principal components similarly accounted 92–
98% of the variance in the individual animals. Maps re-
flecting the spatiotemporal contribution of the separate com-
ponents (Fig. 4, D and G) to the composite model (Fig.
4B) were computed by multiplying the loading patterns (Fig.
4, E and H) by their respective scores (Fig. 4, C and F) .
The loading patterns reflect the weighted contributions of
the components at each laminar electrode site, and the scores
reflect the polarity and amplitude of the components over
the time course of the AEP. Reconstructions of components
1 and 2 approximated separate activity of two distinct cell
populations observed in the laminar AEP with spatial pat-
terns similar to those expected from vertically oriented cur-
rent dipoles in the supra- and infragranular layers (dipoles
1 and 2; Fig. 4, D and G) . Scores and loadings for the AEP
averaged across animals (Fig. 4, C, E, F, and H; dark
traces) , were quite similar to those computed for the individ-
ual animals (Fig. 4, C, E, F, and H; light traces) . The
amplitude peak in the supragranular layers (Fig. 4F; dashed
trace) consistently preceded that of the infragranular layers
(Fig. 4F; solid traces) by Ç6 ms.

Averaged laminar CSD of gamma activity evoked by PIL
stimulation also was constrained to the upper 10 electrode
sites, confirming a cortical origin (Fig. 5A) . This pattern
appeared as a traveling wave with no clear point of polarity
reversal in the depth (Figs. 5B and 6A) . However, PCA

FIG. 4. Principal components analysis (PCA) of the laminar AEP. A :
gray scale representation of the grand average AEP CSD values (from Fig.
3C) . Dark vertical line indicates stimulus presentation in all plates. B :
model of the CSD profile in A, reconstructed from the 1st 2 principal
components, accounts for ú96% of the variance. C–E : spatiotemporal
pattern of component 1 (D) is reconstructed by multiplying the temporal
pattern of component scores (C; dark trace) by the spatial pattern of compo-
nent loadings (E; dark trace) . Scores and loadings for the individual animals
are shown in superimposed light traces (C and E) . Component 1 reflects
activity of an approximate current dipole confined to the supragranular
layers (dipole 1). F–H : similar to C–E but depicting a reconstruction of
component 2, reflecting the independent activity of a current dipole in the
infragranular layers (dipole 2). Grand average scores for component 1
(dashed trace) are superimposed on scores for component 2 (F) , illustrating
a 6-ms delay between amplitude peaks of the supra- and infragranular
dipoles. Composite model shown in B consists of the sum of the separate
maps for components 1 and 2 shown in D and G, respectively.

FIG. 5. Phase-locked averaging of CSD profiles was used to compare
the spatiotemporal characteristics of gamma waves throughout the cortex
with the surface electrode serving as the temporal reference. A : gammadistinct patterns in the laminar CSD profile, PCA was useful
waves averaged for individual animals ( light traces) and across animalsfor modeling the independent contributions of each popula- (dark traces) demonstrate a latency shift through the laminae. B : gray

tion to the total variance. Figure 4A depicts the laminar CSD scale map of the grand averaged CSD depicts a traveling wave apparently
sweeping from the depth toward the surface.map of the AEP averaged across animals. Figure 4B is a
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animals (Fig. 6, C, E, G, and I; light traces) . Spatiotemporal
reconstructions of the two components indicated that, similar
to the P1/N1 wave of the AEP, evoked gamma waves were
the result of asynchronous activation of supra- and infragran-
ular pyramidal cell populations. The loadings (Fig. 6, E and
I) for both populations were dipolar and similar in laminar
location and spatial distribution to those computed for the
AEP (presented in Fig. 6, F and J for comparison). The
scores also indicated a 6-ms delay between oscillations in
the supra- and infragranular populations (Fig. 6G) .

The spatiotemporal pattern of laminar CSD during sponta-
neous gamma oscillations was nearly indistinguishable from
that evoked by PIL stimulation. Again the averaged evoked
gamma waves appeared as a traveling wave throughout the
laminae (Fig. 7A) , that could be separated into sequential
activation of supra- and infragranular cell populations (Fig.
7, D and G, respectively) by PCA. Component scores (Fig.

FIG. 6. Laminar PCA of evoked gamma. A : CSD profile of grand aver-
aged gamma oscillations evoked by PIL stimulation as in Fig. 5B. B :
reconstruction of this profile using the 1st 2 principal components. C–F :
spatial and temporal reconstruction of the first principal component (D) ,
resulting from multiplication of component scores (C) and loadings (E) ,
depicts a dipolar supragranular source and layer IV sink (dipole 1) bearing
a close similarity to the P1 pattern characteristic of AEP component 1 (Fig.
4D) . In addition, nearly identical loadings for the AEP (F) and evoked
gamma (E) indicate activation of similar neuronal populations during both
phenomena. Scores and loadings were consistent for single animal (light
traces) and grand (dark traces) averages. G–J : reconstruction of component
2 demonstrated a dipole pattern (dipole 2), homologous to the N1 pattern
of the AEP component 2 (Fig. 4G) , characterized by a supragranular sink
and infragranular source with dipole reversal in layer IV (H) . AEP and
evoked gamma activities appear to recruit the same neuronal populations
to produce dipole 2 as reflected by the similarity between AEP (J) and
evoked gamma (I) loading patterns. Comparison of component 1 (G, dashed
trace) and 2 (G, solid trace) scores indicate a 6-ms latency between the
oscillations of the 2 neuronal populations.

modeling produced results that were similar to those ob-
FIG. 7. Similar to Fig. 6 but depicting PCA results for averaged sponta-tained for the laminar AEP complex (Fig. 6) . Modeling with

neous laminar gamma CSD. Loading patterns for components 1 and 2 oftwo principal components accounted for ú95% of the CSD the AEP and averaged evoked gamma are superimposed in F and J, respec-
variance in gamma waves averaged across animals (Fig. 6, tively, for comparison to loading patterns of the same components for

averaged spontaneous gamma (E and I) .B and C, E, G, and I; dark traces) and for the individual
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7, C and G) indicated a similar 6-ms delay between oscilla- of PCA are quantitatively valid, they must be regarded as
only a model of underlying events; the order in which thetions in the two populations, and the component loadings

(Fig. 7, E and I) were similar to those obtained for both the principal components are extracted and their orthogonality is
not based on physiological constraints (Wood and McCarthyaveraged evoked gamma and the AEP complex (Fig. 7, F

and J) . 1984). Yet, these methods applied to the present data suggest
a simple and physiologically interpretable activation pattern
common to the AEP and gamma oscillations. The P1/N1 fastD I S C U S S I O N
wave results from sequential activation of two approximately
dipolar current sources in the supra- and infragranular lami-Epipial recordings of the AEP, as well as spontaneous and

thalamically evoked gamma oscillations in auditory cortex, nae, respectively, that may be adequately modeled by two
principal components. These results bear a close resem-replicate those obtained from previous studies. Click stimuli

evoke a characteristic response at the cortical surface that blance to earlier studies of laminar-evoked potentials in the
auditory (Barth and Di 1990; Di and Barth 1993), somato-is sufficiently stereotyped to consistently identify areas of

primary and secondary auditory cortex (Barth and Di 1990). sensory (Di et al. 1990), and visual (Mitzdorf 1985, 1987;
Rappelsberger et al. 1981; Vaknin 1989) cortex, indicatingSpontaneous bursts of gamma oscillations occur in a subset

of the region activated during the AEP, occupying an Ç2 a vertical cascade of excitatory activation at the evoked po-
tential onset. The response begins with depolarization ofmm2 area that overlaps the caudal border between areas 41,

36, and 20 (Barth and MacDonald 1996; Brett and Barth proximal apical dendrites of supragranular pyramidal cells
(P1), producing a sink in layer III and complementary1996, 1997; Franowicz and Barth 1995; MacDonald and

Barth 1995; MacDonald et al. 1996). When trains of electri- source at the cortical surface (surface positivity) . This type-
A activation pattern (Mitzdorf 1985) is due to thalamic af-cal stimuli are applied to the PIL, the same subregion of

auditory cortex produces large amplitude and continuous ferents terminating directly, and indirectly through stellate
cells of layer IV, on the supragranular pyramids. The N1gamma oscillations during stimulation, usually continuing

100–200 ms poststimulus (Barth and MacDonald 1996; corresponds to a type-C activation pattern (Mitzdorf 1985)
produced by depolarization of distal apical dendrites of infra-Brett and Barth 1997). Epipial recordings therefore suggest

an association between populations of cells giving rise to granular pyramidal cells (surface negativity) , mediated
through ascending excitatory collateral fibers from the supra-the AEP complex and those responsible for generating both

evoked and spontaneous gamma oscillations in auditory cor- granular cells (Jones 1984). Similar models for the neuro-
genesis of the earliest evoked potential amplitude peaks havetex, an association confirmed by the present laminar re-

cording and analysis of potentials from the same region. been proposed (Creutzfeldt and Houchin 1974; Goff et al.
1978; Landau 1967; Schlag 1973; Towe 1966), and analo-The physiological interpretation of laminar CSD analysis

and PCA is based on several assumptions that have been gous sequential and hierarchical models for the processing
of thalamic input to the cortex also have emerged from singlereviewed in detail elsewhere (Barth et al. 1989; Mitzdorf

1985; Nicholson 1979; Nicholson and Freeman 1975; Ruch- unit studies of sensory receptive field properties (Hubel and
Wiesel 1968; Simons 1978).kin et al. 1964). Neural elements giving rise to the laminar

CSD are assumed to resemble core conductors oriented per- Our finding that both evoked and spontaneous gamma
oscillations are produced by similar laminar cell populationspendicular to the cortical surface. Based on their highly par-

allel geometry, vertical orientation, and discrete laminar or- is in accord with recent laminar studies in cat, where it
was observed that both spontaneous gamma oscillations, andganization of synaptic contact, the apical dendrites of cortical

pyramidal cells are the most likely candidates contributing those evoked by electrical stimulation of the pedunculopon-
tine (PPT) nucleus, produced similar CSD patterns through-to the laminar CSD in sensory cortex (Barth et al. 1989;

Mitzdorf 1985). Extracellular sinks are matched by comple- out the cortical laminae (Steriade and Amzica 1996; Steriade
et al. 1996a). These investigators did not note the sequentialmentary sources distributed along the apical dendrites

throughout the laminae, and their laminar location and extent activation of supra- and infragranular cell populations during
gamma oscillations. However, in the first of the studiesmay be used to identify the location and extent of underlying

pyramidal cell populations giving rise to the CSD. One- (Steriade et al. 1996a), cross-correlation functions were
computed between extracellular potentials recorded with adimensional CSD computed perpendicular to the cortical

laminae is only accurate if all extracellular current flow is surface electrode and an electrode penetrating various corti-
cal depths. Because CSD was not computed, it is possibleoriented along the same axis and potentials along a plane

parallel to the laminae are relatively uniform. Given that that very short latency shifts such as the 6-ms delay reported
here may have been obscured by spatial smearing of overlap-epipial recordings indicate the AEP and gamma activity sub-

tend a region ofÇ2 mm2 within which the laminar electrode ping volume conducted potentials from cells in distinct lami-
nae. Interestingly, unit discharges consistently were associ-subsequently was centered, the CSD computed here is neces-

sarily an approximation of actual laminar transmembrane ated with focal negative fast waves at depths of 0.15 and
0.7 mm, and spike-triggered averages revealed an Ç2- to 3-currents within this area.

The laminar synchrony of extracellular currents associated ms lag between surface and depth waves, similar to but
shorter by several ms than the lag demonstrated in the pres-with activity of a given population of cells would be ex-

pected to produce a distinct pattern of covariance in the CSD ent results. Furthermore, when CSD was computed in a sub-
sequent report (Steriade and Amzica 1996), gamma oscilla-within a subset of electrodes. These patterns of covariance

justify the use of PCA to separate putative neuronal popula- tions again displayed a slight latency shift between the sur-
face and depth electrode sites (see Fig. 1B3 of thistions giving rise to the laminar CSD. Although the results
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reference) . This produced a diagonal pattern in the CSD more, the model ignores a likely additional role of interneu-
rons, which also have been implicated in the synchronizationtopograms appearing as a wave of activation propagating

between the cortical surface and depth similar to that de- of gamma oscillations in cortex (Llinás 1992; Llinás et al.
1991). The geometry of such interneuronal dendritic pro-picted for averaged evoked and spontaneous gamma oscilla-

tions of the present study; a pattern that we have shown may cesses should produce self-cancelling extracellular potentials
when summed over a population of synchronously activebe adequately modeled by the asynchronous activation of

supra- and infragranular pyramids. cells and subsequently would not be expected to produce
detectable CSD patterns in laminar analysis performed hereThe present data indicate a latency shift of 6 ms between

supra- and infragranular populations during gamma oscilla- (Mitzdorf 1985).
Our data suggest that gamma oscillations in auditory cor-tions that is the same as that determined for the P1/N1 of

the AEP. The possibility that established intracortical neu- tex may reflect rhythmic interactions between supra- and
infragranular layers, consisting of a repetition of the P1/N1rocircuitry known to be responsible for the spatiotemporal

dynamics of AEP onset may also participate in spontaneous biphasic wave that characterizes the AEP onset. The question
remains why electrical stimulation of the PIL is effective inand evoked gamma oscillations, provides further evidence

that the cellular mechanism for gamma oscillations may be evoking these oscillations, whereas stimulation of the MG
fails to evoke gamma oscillations and will actually abortintracortical. This conclusion is consistent with findings in

our laboratory demonstrating that spontaneous gamma oscil- ongoing gamma activity (Barth and MacDonald 1996). In-
tracellular recordings demonstrate that fast oscillationslations in auditory cortex persist after destruction of the PIL

(Barth and MacDonald 1996), as well as extensive lesioning emerge during depolarization of inherently oscillatory corti-
cal cells (Gray and McCormick 1996; Llinás 1992; Llinásof the acoustic thalamus eliminating all signs of the AEP

(Brett and Barth 1996). Intracellular recordings recently et al. 1991; Nuñez et al. 1992; Silva et al. 1991). Gamma
oscillations in auditory (Franowicz and Barth 1995; Mac-have identified layer III–VI cortical cells capable of produc-

ing intrinsic oscillations in the gamma frequency band (Gray Donald and Barth 1995), somatosensory (MacDonald and
Barth 1995), and visual (Eckhorn et al. 1992) cortex areand McCormick 1996; Llinás 1992; Llinás et al. 1991; Nuñez

et al. 1992; Silva et al. 1991). A unique population of cells observed during the postinhibitory rebound phase of single
trial transient evoked potentials. As proposed by Eckhornin visual cortex produces gamma oscillations and accompa-

nying bursts of action potentials when sufficiently depolar- and colleagues (1992), the late period of enhanced gamma
oscillations probably results from enhanced cortical excit-ized either electrically or with appropriate sensory stimula-

tion (Gray and McCormick 1996). These cells, of pyramidal ability. PIL stimulation therefore must provide predomi-
nantly excitatory input to the cortex in contrast to the arche-morphology, are located consistently in layers II and III. A

separate group of layer V pyramidal neurons also has been typal excitatory inhibitory response sequence (Steriade
1984) characteristic of MG stimulation.identified in rat sensorimotor cortex that displays an intrinsic

rhythmicity (Silva et al. 1991). While the basal firing fre- Although little is known about the function of the PIL, it
is clearly part of the ascending auditory pathway. Anatomicquency of these layer V pyramids is typically below the

gamma band, they fire at 35 Hz or more when sufficiently tracing methods have demonstrated that the PIL receives its
major afferent input from the inferior colliculus (Arnaultdepolarized and, when appropriately coupled synaptically,

could generate population rhythms in the gamma frequency and Roger 1987; Ledoux et al. 1987) and shares reciprocal
connections with the ventral temporal cortex in the rat (Ar-range (Traub et al. 1989).

Intrinsically rhythmic layer III and V pyramidal cells may nault and Roger 1987, 1990), in the same location as the
evoked gamma focus. The midline and intralaminar nucleiwell be analogous to the supra- and infragranular populations

identified in the present study. Histological examination indi- of the thalamus historically have been characterized as non-
specific cortical projection systems (Jones 1985) that arecates that the apical dendrites of cells within both of these

populations extend into layer I (Gray and McCormick 1996; parallel to the cortical projections from specific or relay
nuclei of the thalamus, because they are known to receiveSilva et al. 1991), and synaptic activity therefore would be

expected to produce laminar CSD patterns similar to those afferents from many sources (Macchi and Bentivoglio 1986)
and to have widespread cortical projection fields. Recentin Figs. 3–7. The layer III pyramids project excitatory axon

collaterals to layers I and II (Gray and McCormick 1996) improvements in anatomic tracing techniques indicate that
the rodent intralaminar nuclei may have greater specificitywhere the layer V pyramids display repeated branching of

apical dendrites (Silva et al. 1991). Although no synaptic in their cortical projections than was previously assumed
(Berendse and Groenewegen 1991) and may demonstrateconnection has been demonstrated yet between these two

identified pyramidal populations, they provide a plausible a degree of modality specificity indicated by the present
results.neural circuit for sequential excitation of supra- and infra-

granular cells during gamma oscillations. Excitatory input Since the early anatomic studies of Lorente de Nó (1949),
nonspecific thalamocortical projections have been regardedfrom layer III to layer V pyramidal cells could establish a

driven oscillator with a resonant frequency in the gamma as modulatory. This conclusion has been based on anatomic
evidence for their predominant termination in the supragran-band. This possibility is consistent with the average 6-ms

time lag between gamma waves in the supra- and infragranu- ular cortical laminae (Herkenham 1980) and on functional
evidence for their activating influence as measured in thelar layers, resulting in a 907 phase shift at 40 Hz that is

optimal for resonance. However, given the nonlinear electro- electroencephalogram (Dempsey and Morison 1942).
Whereas MG afferents terminate heavily in the middle corti-physiology of dendrites (Koch et al. 1983), analogies to

simple oscillators are only a first approximation. Further- cal layers, those projecting from the intralaminar nuclei are
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